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Manager’s Message
I am very
happy to report
that the co-op
just completed a
very successful
year in the
most unlikely
of times. We
were blessed
that each of our
business units
were considered
essential & so
MIKE CONNER
we
were able
General Manager
to continue
operations uninterrupted. With that said,
we did experience significant declines
in sales volumes & business because
of closures and the publics’ overall
reluctance to travel because of safety
concerns during the Covid pandemic.
Our location managers did a fantastic
job of reducing hours & staffing
according to need and business volume.
These actions greatly decreased operating
costs in line with the reductions that we
were seeing at the gas pumps or coming
through the front door. At our three
retail fueling sites, we experienced a 5%
reduction in overall gasoline volumes.
At times the decreases were much more
severe, but we bounced back once
conditions got better. We not only held
our own but beat the heck out of the
industry declining gasoline trends. I’ve
been told that in the metro, gasoline
volumes reduced by as much as 20%
or more due to stay at home closures &

people working from home rather than
reporting to the office.
There were other positives related
to the effects of the pandemic that you
might not think about at first blush. For
example, with people spending more
time at home there was a significant
increase in gardening & lawn care. Sales
of lawn care products shot through
the roof with the Highway #7 team.
People’s buying habits also changed, with
respect to purchasing food essentials, we
experienced an uptick of daily essentials
bread & dairy. Consumers chose the
quick in & out of a C-Store over the long
trek to the back of a major chain just
to buy a gallon of milk. Bar closures
lead to an increase of lottery ticket sales
replacing some of the gambling habit.
I can also report that with the uptick
in grain prices late in 2020 we have
experienced a significant improvement
in receivables. Farmers & consumers
have paid their bills on time lessoning the
exposure to credit risk loss and the overall
financial health of the Co-op.
In the second half of 2020 the grain
division became a member of the ethanol
plant at Winthrop Minnesota (Heartland
Corn Products). Although we have had
access to this market for some time, being
a shareholder with the ability to direct
market to HCP creates new opportunities
& a new market for our corn. As a
member of the Hutchinson Co-op, corn
producers will gain an indirect access
to that market as well. I feel that this
decision will benefit grain customers for
many years to come.

2020 also provided very nice weather
for crop production. The Agronomy
team benefitted from the conducive
weather to make timely applications of
fertilizers & crop protection products.
The crop benefitted too! Our trade
area experienced exceptional yields
which were ahead of schedule right out
of the gate & continued right through
harvest. The resulting effect was very
nice yields which required far less
grain drying for the grain to be stored.
The Co-op experienced nearly a 750k
gallon reduction in grain drying propane
that hurt a little but it helped out our
customers & kept propane prices stable
until the deep freeze which hit in midFebruary.
In closing, the greatest compliment that
I can pay our mid managers & department
managers is that they run their location
like they own them. Our group of leaders
really do! They took the challenges &
curve balls which were thrown at them
during the 2020 pandemic & made quality
decisions which carved out a success
story during a year, where at times, it
would have been much easier to fold up
the tent. Through it, we also learned that
some of the cleaning practices that we
put in place should become permanent.
These practices improved the quality &
safety for employees & customers alike.
We couldn’t have anticipated the strong
financial results that were posted in 2020;
but we’re darn glad that we can!

Mike

Hutchinson Co-op 66th Annual Meeting
Due to Covid restrictions on group gatherings, we will have our annual meeting on

TUESDAY, JULY 13, 2021
at the McLeod County Fairgrounds
More information to follow as we get closer to the date incase restrictions change.
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Corner Market

CASIE ZASKE
Corner Market Store Manager

Hello everyone! I hope you are all staying healthy this new year. With Covid and everything else
going on this past year, our business has stayed pretty steady, which we are grateful for.
You may have noticed a few things have changed at the Silver Lake store in 2021. One of the main
changes is our new line of milk. The end of January we got the news that Schroeder milk would no
longer be delivering to us. With that being said we had to find a new milk supplier. We chose Polka
Dot for all of our milk products which include: gallons, half gallons, pints, and quarts of milk. Along
with heavy whipping cream, orange juice, & half and half. We hope you all understand and encourage
you to try our new milk products! Another new item in the store is our monster cooler. This is located
at the front of the store and always stocked with multiple different sizes and kinds of Monster for your
convenience! Along with the monster cooler we also have many different kinds of 16oz Monster cases
for sale. If you’re looking for a smaller Monster drink, check out our new 12oz Monster cans! When
coming into the store in the next few months, be on the lookout for several new Pepsi items that will be
making an appearance throughout the store! Some of which include some new Bang energy drinks and
some new Starbucks coffee drinks. We also have our old trapper medallions back! Instead of the “help
yourself” container that we used to have, we now have them in bulk bags up by the register! Stop by and
grab a drink and a snack for the road!

It’s that time of year again that we get to introduce our graduating employees for 2021.
We are sad to see these three leave us, but wish them nothing but the best for them and their
futures!
Brittin Posusta is
graduating from Glencoe
Silver Lake High School
and has been with us for
2 years. In her spare time,
she enjoys hanging out
with family and friends,
traveling, playing softball,
working out, hunting and
going out to the lake. Her
plans after high school are
to join the military/Marine
Corps to be a combat
photographer.
Keara Baumgarten is
graduating from Hutchinson
High School and has been
with us for 2 years. In her
spare time, she enjoys
spending time with family
and friends, playing board
games, going to the races/
race track, driving, four
wheeling, and cooking. Her
plans after high school are
to work for a year. After
her year break, she plans
to attend Alexandria Tech
or Ridgewater Willmar for
law enforcement.

Jon Ramige is
graduating from Glencoe
Silver Lake High School
and has been with us for
2 years. In his spare time,
he enjoys hanging out with
friends, participating in
FFA, camping and fishing.
His plans after high school
are to go to college at
Alexandria tech for diesel
technician.

Corner Market 320-327-2500

2 LARGE
SINGLE
TOPPING &
BREADSTICKS
for

$20.99

Take and bake pizzas
available to order
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Grain Division
We can close
the book on
2020 and look
forward to
2021. I hope
everyone has
stayed healthy
and well. We
started the
spring with
great weather
DUANE SCHECHER
and the crop
Grain Divison Manager
went in early
and fast. It seems when we get in early
we have a good crop, last year being no
different, we missed a couple rains but
it was a good crop overall. We need to
look forward to what is left of last year’s
crop to be priced and the 2021 crop
coming up. I think most of the soybeans
were priced before the big rally started.
Most sold the beans for cash flow off the
combine and held onto the corn either
in home storage or at the elevator. No
one saw this rally coming, at least to the
extent we have seen, so now we need
to think about marketing the next crop.
Below, I have some projections from the
USDA:
USDA projects 2021 corn plantings at
92 million acres vs 90.8 in 2020. 2021
bean acres at 90 million. vs 83.1 in 2020,
projecting 2021 /2022 average corn
price at $4.20/ bu., average bean price

at $11.25/ bu. in 2021/2022.
USDA forecasts U.S. farm
exports at $157 billion for 2021,
exports to China at $31.5 billion
for 2021
I was a little surprised at the
corn price of $4.20, I thought
it would have been higher. It
would seem to me that corn
prices would need to maintain
or increase to hold onto
acres. It will most likely be a
volatile spring and summer if
late planting or a lack of rain
occurs. I have new crop soybean
bushels contracted between
$9.50 and $11.00, and corn
from $3.50 to $4.10. However,
these prices are good right off
the combine but, if you listen
to the experts they think the old
crop prices are going higher.
The question is… will the new
crop prices follow? We have an
inverse of almost $2.00/ bushel
from May-to November in soybeans,
corn is about $.80 May- December, and
we will have to keep watching as we
go forward. I have a couple of charts
below comparing 2008 to 2021 and it
is interesting to see the similarity in
the years. Although, I am certainly not
saying this is where the prices are going.

Wow, was
2020 the year
of the bushels.
With spring
work being
done in a timely
manner, Mother
Nature gave the
right amount of
moisture when
we needed it
JESSICA HORKEY
to lead to a
Grain Operations
harvest that was
phenomenal. The yields were fantastic
and the moisture off the fields was

excellent. For the most part they were
all able to go straight to the bins with
minimal drying and expenses. A huge
bonus with Mother Nature cooperating
so that everyone was able to get done in
a timely matter verses years in the past
when it was a struggle and seemed to
drag on.
With the markets on the rise in both
commodities, we have seen a lot brought
in earlier rather than in the summer
months. Which means more fishing and
cabin time for some.
Over the winter months we were able
to empty one of the big Brocks (360,000

Please remember that we can put
orders in for a target price that you want
on both corn and soybeans. I put in what
we call an open order, and is in until it
fills or you tell me to cancel, and a lot of
these orders fill in the overnight trade. If
you are interested give me a call.

Bus.) and now we are in the process of
filling it back up with the bunker corn,
something we typically don’t do until
July. The cement silos are also in the
same boat. They are coming up empty
while we get ready to reclaim and sweep
out the big bins for fall.
So bring on the warm summer days
and while you guys are thinking of
spring planting, I will be thinking
of harvest and ways to improve our
productivity as well as ways to minimize
any break downs. Happy planting y’all
and see you this coming fall.
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Service Station News
Cenex Employee
Recognition
Spring has arrived,
one of my favorite
times of the year. I
think all of us want to
put last year behind
us and move forward.
We were a witness
DEAN BREHMER
to things in 2020 that
Service Station
Manager
we thought could not
happen to us or our
country. Energy markets tumbled, events
were cancelled, no fans at sporting events,
and our daily routine was anything but
normal. Life was very challenging for
everyone. Following state guidelines the
employees at the Service Station were
willing to accept and make the necessary
changes to operate our business in order
to stay open. Taking care of you our
customers is our #1 priority. Our service
department and counter personnel are
ready to assist with any needs you may
have. I appreciate the
work ethic; integrity,
cooperation and
professionalism the
employees bring
to work every day.
Thank you employees
for your hard work
and dedication to our
company.

Cenex Ruby
Fieldmaster
Cenex Premium
Diesel contains a full
Premium Additive
Package for a more

complete burn to optimize performance in
all off-road high-tech engines, including
those that meet the Tier IV EPA emission
standards. Cenex Field Master diesel is
computer injected at the terminal to ensure
that all quality specifications are met. It
contains an additive package that works to
prevent injector fouling and filter plugging.
Minnesota’s bio-diesel mandate percentage
changes from 5% during the winter months
to a mandatory 20% in April through
September 30th; this is a great way to
ensure that you always have fresh fuel
for your equipment. Look for the Green/
Black dispenser located on the west side
of the station with the Ruby Fieldmaster
label.

Spring Tire Sale
Just in time for that summer driving
vacation. The Hutchinson Co-op Tire
Department will again have its annual
Spring Tire Sale, starting April 19th,
through May 8th, 2021. All automotive
passenger and light truck
tires are sale priced. This
includes the Eldorado tire
line and other private and
major brands. Cory, Jon,
and Grant are ready to
assist you with any of your
tire needs; their goal is to
keep you and your family
traveling safely. Check out
our website hutchcoop.net,
contact us by phone 320234-0420, send an email
to tirecenter@hutchcoop.
net or stop by the tire
department, don’t miss out.

Your engine will love it!

MN-Biodiesel B-20 Mandate
Important Dates:

• April 1, 2021 – April 14, 2021
10% bio mandate
• April 15, 2021 – September 30, 2021
20% bio mandate

Lawn Care
Spring is here and most of us can’t
wait to get out outside and start working
on our lawns and gardens. Maintaining a
beautiful, healthy, and weed free lawn can
be done effectively while at the same time
keeping your costs down when applying
the correct fertilizers and weed sprays at
the proper time. Weed control needs vary
with the type of weather received. Hot or
dry conditions in May or June normally
leads to a larger crabgrass problem in July/
August. During the hotter and drier days
of late summer we see more clovers and
weeds showing up. Stop by this spring, let
the Hutchinson Co-op Station personnel
show you the products we carry so that
you can enjoy a thick, beautiful, and weed
free lawn.
Station Manager,

Dean Brehmer
The Service Station
Employee Profile
Grant Baumetz began his employment with
the Hutchinson Cooperative Tire Department
on October 17th, 2020 working as a tire
sales and repair technician. His favorite part
of his job is freedom, flexibility, and having a
constant work schedule, admitting that there
is a lot of information to learn. What he finds
most rewarding is the constant changes
in today’s vehicle’s and trucks, while
working with and helping customers with
their needs. When he is not working, Grant
enjoys various outdoor activities. During the
winter months snowboarding is a favorite
and during the warmer summer months he
enjoys hiking, exploring nature, bike riding,
playing softball, and amateur Baseball for
the Browntown Bruins. Grant, the Hutchinson
Co-op welcomes you and is pleased that you
have decided to join our team of Service
Station employees.
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FAST LUBE
Fast, easy,
clean oil
change

Hutchinson Co-op Automotive
Air Conditioning Special

$109.95 +tax with Coupon

Hutchinson Co-op
320-234-0416
hutchcoop.com

1110 Hwy. 7 W., Hutchinson
Open M-F 8-5, Sat. 8-12
© 2018 CHS Inc. Cenex® is a registered
trademark of CHS Inc.

• Inspect Condenser, Compressor & Hoses
• Check AC Systems for Leaks
• Recharge System to Labeled Capacity
(up to 2lbs Freon)
• Verify Performance
• For Automotives, Trucks & Tractors

Ready for Summer?

Contact Jordan at 320-234-0414
Not valid with any other offer, if your system
requires additional Freon, parts or supplies extra
fees will apply.

Coupon expires June 30th, 2021

NurtiSource
Stop Weeds & Algae
Enjoy Your Shoreline!

Adult
$39.95

Large Breed
Adult $41.95

Senior
$41.95

Buy 12 get the
13th for FREE
Valid only on 30lb bags. Sale good through 4/30/2021.
Available at 1110 HWY 7 West, Hutchinson

HYDROTHAL GRANULAR
is a selective, rapid-acting, contact herbicide and algaecide. Controls submersed
weeds and algae in lakes, ponds, irrigationon canals and drainage ditches.

HYDROTHAL GRANULAR IS AVAILABLE AT:

Service Station
(320) 234-0407
1110 Hwy 7 W

Roll on in for our annual

SPRING TIRE SALE
APRIL 20-MAY 2, 2021
BIG Savings on Passenger
and Light Truck Tires

The full line of Eldorado tires will have
prices reduced during the sale along with
additional sizes in our Hankook tire line. Our
tire personnel are ready to assist you with
any of your tire needs to keep you and your
family traveling safely.

Hutchinson Agronomy
(320) 587-3229
1420 Adams Street SE
Tire Department • 320-234-0420
Before applying, please consult
your Lake Association or the DNR

Service Station • Hwy 7 W, Hutchinson
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The Service Station would like to congratulate our
2021 graduating high school seniors!
I want to personally thank the High School seniors employed with the Hutchinson Cooperative Service Station. Your attitude,
commitment, and willingness to serve our customers and learn our products and services that we provide is greatly appreciated.
Congratulations on your graduation and wishing you continued success as you begin your next journey in life.
														-Dean Brehmer

(left to right) Austin Lang and Justin Hoff

(left to right) Gus Peller, Cade Corrow, Alec Hansen & Cole Nelson

C-Store on Adams
All of us at the C-store on Adams are happy that Spring has arrived! We made a few changes since
last Fall. We brought in a new coffee station with all new coffee and cappuccino, so please stop in and
check it out. We also offer carwash specials: Buy 10, get 2 free! Buy 5, get 1 wash free!
All of us would like to thank all of our customers for their continued support through this challenging
year and look forward to seeing you this Spring and Summer!
We have a new assistant manager, Brandy Anker. Brandy is married with four boys and two
grandkids. She is also a mom to a dog, three ferrets, and a cat. She brings a fun atmosphere and attitude
to the station. We are delighted she could join the team!

NICHOLE DEGN
C-Store Manager

Brandy Anker, Assistant Manager standing
in front of our new coffee station!
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Avoid Fertilizer Damage in Starter Applications
02/17/2021
By: Larry Oldham and Erick Larson

low salt indices should be used for this placement, such as ammonium
polyphosphate (10-34-0) or orthophosphates. Retailers and consultants
should be familiar with appropriate materials for these applications.

Starter fertilizers are
often part of a successful
nutrient management
strategy. As with any
fertility program,
implementation of
starters requires attention
to detail.

Avoid ammonia toxicity

Additional injury risk exists from some nitrogen fertilizers than is
anticipated by salt content alone if ammonia is released when they are
soil applied. It is toxic and can enter plant cells freely. Urea, UAN,
ammonium thiosulfate, and DAP present more ammonia-based problems
than MAP, ammonium sulfate, or ammonium nitrate. Ammonia
production can be accelerated by higher pH’s, either in the bulk soil or
via reactions in the vicinity of applied fertilizer.

Avoid fertilizer
burn

Fertilizer burn may occur when fertilizers are applied with or
near seed at planting. Many fertilizers are salts that dissolve into the
respective ions in the soil water when applied. Think table salt, NaCl,
which dissolves into the respective positive and negative ions Na+ and
Cl- in water. This dissolution creates a pressure difference, so water
moves from inside the plant roots to the surrounding soil (i. e. osmosis).
Plants may wilt, become blackened, and die from the lack of water. This
is called seed burn or fertilizer burn and may result in substantial stand
loss.
Proximity is the key to susceptibility. Issues are rarely seen with
broadcast application because the fertilizer is dispersed over a wide
area. Likewise, starter fertilizer banded two inches over and two inches
below is a method developed to avoid seedling contact, and rarely sees
problems. However, low rates are key to control issues with in-furrow or
‘popup’ applications. No more than 10 pounds per acre of N and K2O
combined should be applied in-furrow. Highly soluble fertilizers with

Soils and weather important

Soil conditions are important for determining why injury may occur
some years and not others. Crop injury is most likely when seedlings
grown in sandy, low organic matter soils are directly exposed to
fertilizer. Dry weather will intensify injury potential. Fertilizer salts
are diluted by diffusion away from the band in moist soils, but little
diffusion occurs in dry soils. The concentrated fertilizer leads to more
burn risk. Low cation exchange capacity (CEC) soils, those with coarsetextures and low organic matter contents, react less with the fertilizer
than higher CEC soils (fine-textured). Soil temperature is also a part of
the issue as roots grow slower in cold soils exposing them to the higher
concentration of fertilizer longer.
Source: University of Arkansas Division of Agriculture, which is solely
responsible for the information provided and is wholly owned by the source.
Informa Business Media and all its subsidiaries are not responsible for any of
the content contained in this information asset.

Credit is a privilege! Don’t Abuse it!
First off I want
to thank all the
customers who do
pay their bills on
time every month.
I may not say it
often enough but
Thank You! As
a reminder our
credit policy is
net 30 days. All
agronomy bills are
due by the 10th of
TINA HUEBNER
the month for the
Assistant Manager
5% cash discount
on items that were not prepaid. All bulk fuel
and propane deliveries are allowed a 10 cent
cash discount per gallon if paid within 10
days. All home heat accounts that are not on
budget or prepayment plan must have previous
delivery paid in full before another delivery
is paid. We do have available EFT payments
directly out of your checking account for the
payments of your monthly bill. If this is of
interest to you please contact me.
We want our cooperative to stay profitable
and one way of helping us to do this is to pay
your bills when they are due. So some of you
may be getting more reminder calls or your
credit cut off if you miss your payment or reach

your credit limit, which ever may come first.
We are not a bank we only extend short term
credit of thirty days. Please work with your
lender to secure a line of credit to get you thru
the year. We will not be allowing charging
of your agronomy inputs and paying in the
fall!

I do have a solution if you need financing! I
work with CHS Capital for crop input loans for
the purchases you make here at the coop. It’s
very quick and convenient program that can be
used to finance agronomy-related products and
services including: Crop Nutrients, Seed, Crop
Protection, Fuel and Propane.
Maturity on loan is February 10 of the
following crop year to provide greater
flexibility in managing planting and marketing
schedules. Variable interest rate based on
credit worthiness of applicant. Rates lower
than standard open account terms. Once the
completed applications received, typically a
credit decision is available within 3 business
day.

How to apply: Contact Tina Huebner at
320.234.0577 to complete an application.
We also are set up to use JD Farm Plan and
Rabo Agri Finance.

If you have any questions, please contact
me for more information.
Tina Huebner
Assistant Manager
320.234.0577
thuebner@hutchcoop.com
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Agronomy
Well, it’s that
time of year
again and we are
very busy getting
prepared for
spring. We have
a few updates that
you will notice for
spring 2021. We
have updated a
floater to a 2020
RBR. The RBR
will be a unique
BRIAN DRAEGER
machine in our
Agronomy Manager
fleet. It will not
only be used during our busy spring season,
but we can also switch it over to row crop and
use it to top dress corn. This machine comes
with the new state of the art 14 ton Salford box
and 90 ft. boom. We are very excited about
the technology and capacity of this machine for
spring.
We have also added some new personnel
in Agronomy. Jessica Brelje is our new
secretary, Lance Gerber is a new custom
applicator, and Dan Wiprud is our new truck
driver.
This year has brought along some challenges
dealing with input increases and even more

concerning, spring supply with certain
products. If you have not had the chance to
get in and set your farming plans with one of
our sales staff, I would highly suggest you get
these plans made very soon. Making plans will
allow for a smooth transition into the spring
season for both the team and the grower. We
will be utilizing our 3 locations in Arlington,
Lester Prairie, and Hutchinson to get you all
of your products in a timely manner. To help
better serve you we will also be using Razor
Tracking. With Razor Tracking we are able to
locate exactly where our floaters and tenders

Jessica Brelje

are for more efficient transitions. With the new
technology we are also able to run as applied
maps for anyone who may need them for your
fertilizer needs.
On the seed side of our business, I would
like to introduce Andy Rasmussen. Andy has
been with the Coop for about 15 years and
has decided to take on the challenge in the
lead seed role. Andy is in charge of ordering,
treating, and making sure that seed is delivered.
Congratulations Andy, for taking on the
challenge.
Thank you and have a safe spring season.

Lance Gerber

Dan Wiprud

Agronomy Team
(left to right) Scott Mages, Patrick Bock, Tyler Rock, Lance Gerber, Doug Ehrke, Todd Poquette, Dan Wiprud, Pete Hallberg, Andy Rasmussen, Collin Olson, and Brian Draeger
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Weed Control in Crops is a Whole Lot Harder to Manage
Wait! What?
With all the
transgenic crops
that we have
available, why
are we seeing that
weed control is
getting a whole
lot harder and
more expensive
to manage? The
answer is: We
are seeing shifts
PETE HALLBERG
in the types
Lester Prairie Location Lead
of weeds and
the ability for weeds to adapt to our current
management strategies. Consider that not
that many years ago, our greatest concern
was Foxtails, Lambsquarters, Pigweeds and
Cockleburs. What happened to Canada Thistle
and Quackgrass? My Point!
The current transgenic crops using
glyphosate technology has allowed the grower
to make use of a very powerful herbicide
choice in what is commonly called Roundup
Ready. What used to be weeds of concern
are now, not in our vocabulary. All we hear
about now is Waterhemp and resistance weeds.
Those two terms alone have made weed control
more expensive and harder to imagine. I will
outline what makes these two issues of great
concern.
First is resistance: By definition, this is the
ability of a plant to defend or itself from use
of a mode of action (MOA) by a particular
pesticide. Currently there are many weed
species that have developed resistance to a
single mode of action. Our awareness of this
fact has led to our recommendations to shift
modes of action, or add a second mode of
action to help control of these species. As
you can see, this has added to the expense of
control, because now we need two herbicides
to control the same weed. With multiple years
of reliance on our transgenic crops we are
starting to see weed species that have multiple

MOA resistance. The
window than the
champion to date is
hybrid version
Palmer Amaranth
having a wide
with documentation of
germination
resistance to 5 MOA’s
window. This is
and possibly 7 MOA’s
causing the greatest
and cross resistance to
problem we have
at least 4 MOA’s in a
with Waterhemp
single plant. Locally
control locally.
we have the wonderful
In addition,
species of Waterhemp.
research has shown
Already we have seen
that by natural
resistance to 3 MOA’s
selection with our
Late season Waterhemp in soybeans
and cross resistance
cultural practices,
to 2 MOA’s. This weed is suspected to have
plants that germinate later in a season have
resistance to more MOA’s than what has been
a higher percentage of seed production that
recorded, so time will only tell as to what they
germinates late. Sounds familiar right? A field
are.
that stays clean until late July, then all of a
This brings up the
sudden, weeds are showing up all over the field
tale of Waterhemp.
and a rescue treatment of herbicides becomes
Waterhemp is in the
important. Now we can see how Waterhemp is
plant family class
causing an added expense to what should be a
amaranthus. This is
simple weed control program.
otherwise known as
When it comes to selection of an effective
the pigweed family,
weed
control management program, it really
Waterhemp Seeds
and yes, Palmer
does not matter what crop program you use:
Amaranth is in this family. This plant family
Corn or Soybeans; Conventional or Transgenic;
is very large with many species. They all are
Roundup Ready or Liberty Link; XtendiMax
very prolific in seed production with estimates
or Enlist; Bayer or Corteva, the solution is the
of over 1 million seeds being produced from
same.
a single plant in the case of Waterhemp and
1. Start Clean: Multiple modes of action
Palmer Amaranth. Most of the plants in this
herbicides should be a part of this program.
plant family are monoecious, meaning that the
2. Stay Clean: Employ a post-emergent
flower has both male and female parts allowing
application program with multiple modes
self-pollination. Waterhemp and Palmer
of action.
Amaranth are dioecious meaning there is a
3. Include post-emergent residual herbicides
male plant and a female plant. This requires
to help control the late season germinating
pollen shed from one plant to the other, as a
weeds.
result cross pollination is possible producing
4. Be prepared to use a rescue treatment.
hybrids with other Amaranthus species. This
5. Keep in mind that using steel is considered
has already been noted with Waterhemp, as
a mode of action.
a result, simple field observations will find a
Be certain to use your agronomist at the
wide variation in the way Waterhemp looks.
Hutchinson Coop. We have the necessary
Another consequence of this cross pollination
skills and local knowledge to provide for
is the change in seed germination timing.
you the most effective program weed control
True Waterhemp has a narrower germination
program for your fields.

Enlist E3 Soybeans
Hello, I’m Andy Rasmussen. I have been employed at the
Hutchinson CO-OP for 15 years. I have been involved in many parts
of the Co-op, most recently as a custom applicator. I have taken on
a new role as a salesman at the Hutchinson location. I look forward
to working with you, and helping provide the support you need for a
successful farm year.

ANDY RASMUSSEN
Seed/Sales, Hutchinson

Making
soybean trait
decisions on
your farm is an
important part of
what herbicides
may be applied
this growing

season. We are all aware of the challenges of
Dicamba beans. There are many regulations
and training that are required to take advantage
of this trait package. Whether you choose to
use Dicamba or Enlist beans, management
is still the key to success. The Enlist E3 crop
acreage is set to expand significantly in 2021.
The Enlist beans allow you to use three modes

of action: Enlist, Liberty and Roundup. This
helps us round out a package of 3 modes
of action that may be used to combat the
weed resistance issues we are facing in our
fields. Reminder, Enlist has less drift and less
volatility than Dicamba, and does not have a
June 30th deadline to spray. Enlist beans have
been available since 2019 and customers are
very satisfied with their yields. We also have
multiple references to show a wide variety of
hybrids that may work well for your farm. We
have a great supply of Enlist beans for this
year, so feel free to stop in and speak with a
salesman about hybrids today.
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Finding the New Yield Benchmark
With another
new growing
season fast
approaching I
want to take this
opportunity to
introduce some
new products
that Hutchinson
Co-op is offering
that you can
incorporate into
your operation.
PATRICK BOCK
One thing I ask
Sales, Arlington
myself at the start
of every new year is how can I improve myself
or my operation from the year prior. I believe
this is a question that almost every successful
person asks themselves going into the next
year. Although, it is human nature to stick with
what we know and what works, I believe it is
very important to not become complacent in
the habits and traditions we have learned from
our predecessors. The agriculture industry is
always evolving! The science and technology
that goes into producing seed, chemical,
and fertilizer is continuing to improve year
after year and along with that so should your
expectations as long as you strategically
integrate these yield boosting products into
your operation with Return of Investment in
mind.
The first two
products that I would
like to introduce are
called Accelerator and

Enliven. These two
products are very easily
integrated into anybody’s
operation. They are meant
to “kill two birds with
one stone”. They are
both adjuvant products
that contain a water conditioner, DRA (Drift
Reducing Agent), as well as being fueled by
Yield Burst Technology that very few other
adjuvant products have that are available on the
market today. You may ask what the difference
between the two is. That question is very
simple. Accelerator is designed for the xtend
acre because it contains other premier water
conditioning agents that do not contain AMS.
This is very important because xtendimax is
not labeled to be sprayed with AMS as the
source of conditioning your water. Enliven
is designed for your enlist acre because It
contains AMS as the main source of water
conditioner. These two products will make
it easier for us as a co-op and for you, as a
producer, to be more efficient and be able
to use one product for two purposes. Not to
mention, an adjuvant product that pays for
itself with yield. Both of these products are
labeled for both corn and soybeans
while simplifying life in the field.
The third product I would like
introduce is called Foster FC. This
product is a microbial-based fertilizer
catalyst. It is
meant to optimize yield
potential, maximize
nutrient uptake through

the plant, and drive
plant vigor by activating
different bacteria within
the soil while improving
overall soil quality. I
believe this is a product
that can be a stepping
stone to reaching that next yield benchmark
we’re all searching for. Although applying
fertilizer is always going to be necessary in
producing high end yields, this product offers
an outside of the box type of thinking to
potentially knocking down that next door to
maximizing our yields we see on a year-to-year
basis.
As Hutchinson Co-op, we take pride in
always looking for ways to make things
easier and more efficient so we can help
our customers gain any edge possible that is
going to result in higher production on their
operation. We also have a number of other
products that I didn’t mention that our growers
can benefit greatly from! As spring gets closer
and closer, I invite you to stop into any one of
our agronomy centers and ask your appropriate
sales agronomist on how you can improve from
last year or make things easier for yourself
in the field.
We thank all
of you for your
continued support
of Hutchinson
Co-op and
we look forward to another great spring and
growing season!

Ammonia. Fall applied nitrogen always has
the ability to breakdown with evaporation,
volatilization, or leaching of nitrogen
through environmental factors in the soil.
Fall applied ESN when applied at the correct
soil temperature below 52 degrees will not
breakdown like NH3 and will be fully available
in the spring. ESN also allows for ease in
application windows in the fall versus a busy
spring application.

Stop into any of our locations and speak
with a salesman today about protecting your
nitrogen investment with ESN.

ESN
Hello, my name
is Collin Olson,
I am one of the
salesman here at
the Hutchinson
agronomy
location.
ESN goes
beyond traditional
nitrogen in
allowing the
grower to
maximize
COLLIN OLSON
yields in
Sales, Hutchinson
providing
nitrogen supply continuously throughout
the growing season. ESN is a urea
granular comprised of 44% nitrogen with
a thin polymer coating. The polymer
coating will break down slowly with the
temperature change in the soil releasing
the nitrogen over the length of the
growing season.
Full fall ESN is becoming increasingly
popular with the regulations and rise of
cost of application of fall Anhydrous
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Energy Department
Propane prices during the heating
season of 2020/2021 were higher than
they have been for several years. Even
with the low demand for crop drying
and a warm early winter, prices still got
very high during the freeze that happen
in February for most of the country. This
disrupted the supply with the wells and
refineries that had to shut down due to
cold weather. The storage in Conway
Kansas was depleted and prices soared
up. Customers that pre-bought propane or
DIRK SCHUMACHER
signed up for one of our programs saved
Energy Division Manager
anywhere from 70 cents to $1.10 per
gallon on propane. These are great ways to save on your heating
costs and budget your expenses!
If you have one of our tanks or if you own your own tank and
would like to sign up for one of these programs you will have to set
up an account if you don’t already have one.
We also have tank monitors that we can put on your propane
tanks for a $36 yearly fee so we can monitor your propane levels
and keep your tank filled. These are especially good for homes with
dual source heat, cabins, homes that are not used in the winter, or if
you don’t want to monitor your own tank. This will protect you from
outages. With these accounts we will monitor the tanks regularly and
receive low limit alarms starting at 30% and again at lower levels.
Let us know if you are interested in a monitor for your propane tank.

Here are the Propane programs we are currently offering
and must be signed up by August 25th.
1. Fixed Price Contract - This has to be bought and paid for
in full by August 25th and used September 1st till April
25th. The minimum gallon purchase is 400 gallons.
2. Cap Program – Cost $50 and you will be guaranteed a
price range from Sept 1st till April 25th.
3. Budget Program – You will have regular monthly
payments that will be estimated from past years usage.
4. Budget Cap Program – Cost $50 for the season and you
will have regular monthly payments and a guaranteed
price range for the heating season.
5. Budget Cap EFT Program -This is free and regular
monthly payments are transferred out of your checking
account and there is a guaranteed price range for the
season.
6. 2 year Program – The last 3 years we have had an option
to pre buy propane for 2 years.

Regular Schedule Delivery Program (RSD)
We have a program for charge and
prepay accounts that want us to keep
their propane tanks filled. With this
program we average your usage and
fill your tank when our Degree Day
Calendar says you are due for a fill. This
program only works and is intended for
homes or businesses that use propane
only for heating. This will not work
for dual source heating. We have no
way of knowing when you are heating
with propane or your other source. This
causes inconsistent propane usage and
we cannot tell when you need your next
propane fill. That is why we recommend
the tank monitor system for dual source
heating. If you are on Regular Schedule
Delivery you STILL need to monitor
your tanks and let us know when you get
to 30%. There is an application to get on
or off of the RSD program.
If you are selling your home we
need to know as soon as possible so we
can get the new owners signed up for
propane service.
Farm fuel prices are higher than last
year but still much lower than previous
years. It is usually a good idea to contract at least some of your
farm diesel. Fall prices can be the highest of the season due to local
demand. By contracting early you can avoid the typical
fall season higher fuel prices that happen normally each year.

We service Hutchinson, Lester Prairie, Arlington, Stewart,
Winthrop, Gaylord, Silver Lake, Glencoe, Cosmos and the
surrounding cities. Call us at 320-587-3079 to set up service.
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1 Off

$

With $15 purchase of gasoline or diesel.

20 LB TANK OR LARGER • FILL OR EXCHANGE
1110 HWY 7 W, 600 ADAMS ST & CORNER MARKET LOCATIONS
Limit 2 tank fills per customer, per visit. Not valid with any other offer or coupon.
No copies or facsimile accepted. Offer expires 5/22/2021

Platinum Level
Car Wash

$2 OFF

Coupon valid through 7/4/2021. Offer valid only at 600 Adams Street location in Hutchinson. One coupon per customer, per visit.
Not valid with any other offer or coupon. No copies of facsimile accepted. Please redeem inside store.

HUTCHINSON
CO-OP
Web site
www.hutchcoop.com
Toll Free Phone
1-800-795-1299
Business Office
1060 5th Ave SE
Hutchinson
(320) 587-3079
Corner Market
916 Hwy 7 E
Silver Lake
(320) 327-2500
Energy Division
1110 Hwy 7 W
Hutchinson
(320) 587-3079
Elevator Division
1060 5th Ave SE
Hutchinson
(320) 587-4647
Service Station
1110 Hwy 7 W
Hutchinson
(320) 234-0407
C-Store
600 Adams Street
Hutchinson
(320) 587-6537
Arlington Agronomy
23189 Hwy 5 N
Arlington
(507) 964-2283

1 Off

$

00

50 lb or larger bags of fertilizer
Valid only on “Award” brand and Hutch Co-op Blends. Limit 10 per customer per visit. Not valid with any other offer or
coupon. No copies of facsimile accepted. Offer valid until 5/31/2021

Hutchinson Agronomy
1420 Adams Street SE
Hutchinson
(320) 587-3229
Lester Prairie Agronomy
122 Babcock Ave
Lester Prairie
(320) 395-2576

